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Wispa Hoist Range

Moving and handling solutions for home, 
leisure and caring environments

Healthcare providers have been working towards safer patient handling policies since the inception of the 
Manual Handling Operations Regulations. The Health and Safety Executive has stated that handling heavy 
or awkward loads, poor work postures, or repetitive movements can result in muscularskeletal disorders,            
including back injuries, pain and muscle strain.  The risk of sustaining injury can be greatly reduced by                       
selecting appropriate moving and handling equipment and by using it effectively.   

There are a number of factors which should be considered when choosing suitable hoisting equipment, such 
as the environment, type of disability, size and required level of independence of the person to be hoisted, 
carer physical strength and size are also important factors which should influence selection.   This assessment 
of circumstance combined with the vast array of equipment available can make hoist selection a daunting         
prospect.   Chiltern Invadex have a team of experienced Surveyors who are available to conduct free of charge 
site visits to provide advice on the most suitable piece of equipment to meet user needs and property constraints.

Hoist Range

           Wispa Mobile Hoist                    WispaLite Portable Hoist

                Wispa 100+                   Wispa 200/300



Technical Information

Wispa Mobile Hoist
Mobile hoists are the perfect solution where ceiling track systems are not possible due to property or budget 
constraints.   Requiring no installation or property adaption they are ideal for both temporary and permanent  
use.

The Wispa mobile hoist is operated using a reliable electric actuator has a safe working load of 25 stone (158kg).   

Extensive Lifting Range
Provides an effective solution to transferring or    
hoisting from the bed, chair, bath, toilet or floor    
reducing the risk associated with manual handling.

Reliable
Able to provide upto 100 lifts from a single charge, 
the Linak battery pack and actuator provide an    
efficient and reliable lift.

Emergency Lower
In case of battery failure the actuator provides both 
powered and manual lowering devices.

Quiet
Quiet action means there is no disurbance to others 
when the hoist is in use.

Smooth 
Large wheels provide a comfortable and smooth 
transfer, reassuring for both user and carer.

Easy Steer
The straight steering device and large ergonomic 
handle allow easy transportation from one area to 
another.

Secure
Braked castors ensure that the hoist be locked into 
position as required.

Adjustable Legs
Legs can be opened to fit around a wheelchair or 
toilet pan and can be closed to fit through a narrow 
doorway.

Interchangeable Battery Packs
To ensure that the hoist is always ready to lift,      
battery packs can be easily changed to provide    
continuous power whilst other packs charge.
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Chiltern Invadex (UK) Ltd 
126 Churchill Road
Bicester 
Oxfordshire
OX26 4XD
Tel: 01869 365500
Fax: 01869 365588

E-mail: sales@chilterninvadex.co.uk
Web: www.chilterninvadex.co.uk

Overseas enquiries
Tel: 0044 1869 365500
Fax: 0044 1869 365588

Other Product Ranges from Chiltern Invadex 

Shower Commode Chairs

Shower Enclosures, Wet Floors and Cubicles - full installation service available

T3 Paediatric trolley - now 
available in 20 colour options

TransAqua           AquaMaster A06          AquaMaster Closomat  
                       Range

 T1 shower trolley, now available 
                     in 20 colour options 

             

         Washington Cradle    T12 fold up stretcher

Shower Tolleys, Cradles and Stretchers

      Shower WC cubicle     EasiDec wet floor              Sandwell level access tray                Impressions collection 

New Tilt in Space Bathing Range

New

   Aqumaster Tilt in Space Chair   Washington Tilting Shower Cradle




